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MARKETS
Three things…

Despite an understandable break down in political relations between the
two countries, including tit-for-tat sanctions, consulate closures, and
mutual accusations of human rights violations, China and the US
continue to agree on one thing—the Phase 1 trade deal is sacrosanct,
and must be preserved, at almost any cost. The two sides meet again
today, in the persons of Liu He & Robert Lighthizer, to affirm each side’s
commitment to the deal. This MAY entail some give on the part of the US,
which must surely understand China’s underperformance to date on
purchases of ag- and energy products, crucial to meeting the nearly $60
Bln it promised it would pick up in 2020. China for its part, might buy itself
some good will by making concessions on “unrelated” topics, like election
interference, Intellectual Property protections, and the preservation of
human rights.  Not to mention the fact that sometime today, Lighthizer is
bound to bring up the $1.6 Trillion debt held by many US and global
investors, debt from an earlier Chinese Government, that has since fled
to Taiwan. Global law holds that current nations are still libel for former
nation’s debts, making this an intriguing topic of discussion, if not an
actual negotiating point.
The EU reported a batch of data today, including GDP, Employment and
Trade. Two out of three were bad, to misquote Meatloaf. GDP plunged a
record 12.1% in Q2, and -15.0% for the year as expected. Employment
dropped 2.8%, the steepest monthly decline since records were started in
1995. The Trade Surplus widened to EUR 19.4 Bln (mkt 12.6 Bln), more
than twice the surplus in June. However, the “improvement” was entirely
due to a 12.9% collapse in imports, as exports also fell 12.7%. The data
suggest that there is a bi-furcated economy at play in EU, one in which
much of the business/commercial economy is doing OK, while the
consumer/employee side is faring much more poorly.
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China similarly reported a host of data today, including Capex, Industrial
Production and Retail Sales. Much like the EU, two out of three missed
the mark. Capex rose 6.0% on the month, and dropped 1.6% for the year,
half the decline in June. The trend improvement bodes well for future
growth. A massive 16% surge in truck sales said more about Capex and
industrial Production than it did about retail auto sales. Industrial
Production increased 4.8% in the month, matching June’s IP recovery,
but was well off the 5.1% to 5.5% forecasts. Retail Sales contracted 1.1%
(mkt +0.1%), with weak sales in nearly every category worsening from
June levels. The one exception, Autos which surged some 12.3%. So, the
Cap-Ex pickup may say more about Gov’t assistance/stimulus and less
about business sentiment.
See ECONOMICS for more on US data.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
The dollar is slightly lower this morning with the DXY dollar index trading at
93.197.  Market sentiment has deteriorated a bit as we close the week on
the back of weaker Chinese data, increased travel restrictions along with
rising infections.  The upcoming concerns over the review of the Phase I
trade deal were alleviated a bit when economic advisor Larry Kudlow said
that USTR Robert Lighthizer is satisfied with China’s commitment to the
agreement.  The UK expanded its 14-day quarantine for travelers from
Europe to include France the Netherlands and Malta and is advising
against all but essential travel to those destinations.  New Zealand which
had no positive cases for more than 3 months extended restrictions for
another 12 days after dealing with outbreak of 14 cases.  Infections
continue to rise albeit from a low base in Spain and Germany and the fear
is that restrictions will continue to spread.  It underscores the point that
although countries which have managed to flatten the curve recovery
remains uncertain.  In the EZ; GDP 2nd Q GDP was unrevised at -12.1%
q/q and 15% y/y.  Euro area employment fell 2.8% in the 2nd Q making it
the largest quarterly decline since the debut of the Euro; however, it is still
likely to substantially underestimate the extent of labor market
deterioration, which should become clearer when data on the number of
hours worked is released.  Emerging markets are mixed with the Turkish
lira hitting new record lows.  The Mexican Peso is up slightly against the
dollar at 22.11 while the Brazilian real is down 0.3% at 5.3880.  The S.
African rand is weaker by 0.5% at 17.4050.  US Treasury rates moved
higher yesterday on a not so good auction.  The Treasury sold 26 bln of 30
yr bonds with a yield of 1.406% compared to 1.33% at a previous sale. 
Indirect bidders took 59.8% compared to 72% at a previous auction
suggesting weaker foreign demand.  Deteriorating sentiment has pushed
yields a bit lower post auction.  The 10 yr yield is 0.7% after hitting 0.72%
yesterday. 

The Chinese yuan is trading at 6.9450 little changed from yesterday. 
China industrial production and retail sales both came in weaker than
expected as the pace of recovery slows.  Retail sales fell 1.1% y/y
compared to expectations for a gain of 0.1%.  Industrial production rose
4.8% y/y compared to expectations for a read of 5.2%.  The divergence is
of interest and highlights that it is much more difficult to get consumers
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shopping than it is to get factories up and running.  Monetary policy will
not help get consumers to open their wallets, for that to happen fiscal
spending will likely be needed to reignite consumption.  This isn’t a
problem isolated to China as countries around the world will struggle as
long as the virus threat remains real.  The jobless rate in China remains
elevated pointing to downside risks to consumer spending and domestic
demand.  Corporate indebtedness remains high which limits the scale of
stimulus due to concerns over financial stability and the notion that trade
tensions with the US will likely remain for a long time.  The Chinese yuan
is likely to slowly weaken which may be accepted by policy makers as a
weaker yuan supports the export sector.
The Mexican peso is trading stronger against the dollar up 0.28% at
22.0700.  Mexico cut its interest rate by 50 bps to 4.5% as expected.  The
decision was not unanimous with one member dissenting, opting for a
smaller 0.25% cut.  The central bank said in its statement that it expects
inflation to return to target in the next couple of years and left the door
open for more cuts.  This will depend on inflation developments and the
outlook for inflation expectations.  The net result from the cautious tone is
that markets are factoring in a near end to the rate cutting cycle which
resulted in the peso gaining against the dollar.  In addition, the gov’t has
made progress on an important point on the reform agenda.  The govt’s
plans to reform the pension system which were presented in July are due
to be submitted to Congress in the coming weeks.  One of the important
goals is that at least 80% of the employees should have a guaranteed
pension.  Although this is good from a long-term perspective, the gradual
increase in the employer contribution rate from the current level of 5% to
14% by 2030 will likely weigh heavily on companies in the formal sector in
the medium term. 

ECONOMICS
Like our frenemies, China and the EU, the US released several key
economic reports today:

July Retail Sales rose 1.2% (mkt +1.8% to +3.0%), while June Sales were
bumped up nearly 1.0% to +8.4%. So, on balance a small win for
consumers. Many said that the then pending loss of Unemployment
benefits blunted consumer activity, while the slow-down in jobs growth
weighed on the working consumer. One of the big contributors to Sales
was the 6.2% jump in gasoline, due in part to people returning to work,
and just getting out more. This may collapse back with new shutdowns or
an acceleration in job losses.
Industrial Production rose a greater than expected 3.0% in June (mkt
+2.7%). Total manufacturing increased for the third month in a row, a very
welcome positive trend. Analysts noted that Capex in the US has dropped
for 5 months in a row, with many saying something like “Duh!”
First quarter worker Productivity rose at the fastest pace in 11 years,
jumping 7.3%. In additional Unit Labor Costs, a measure of worker
Compensation, rose 12.2%. This is old information, but is still welcome
news, suggesting both strong improvements in productivity and rising
compensation for US workers.
Lastly, The University of Michigan’s August Consumer Sentiment Index
rose from 72.5 to 72.8 as expected. This comes amidst the breakdown in
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stimulus talks, so is seen as very good news, a sign that consumer
sentiment is still resilient.
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